12.x: file actions (in file gallery) can't be operated in mobile mode

This is because when you click on the tools icon at the left of the file in a file gallery, a popup opens showing all the possible actions to be done with that file.

In mobile mode, nothing is shown.

Remember that file gallery use the non-elFilder interface in mobile mode.

Example:
http://xavi-9794-4984.show.tikiwiki.org/tiki-list_file_gallery.php?galleryId=4
u: admin
p: 12345
(enable Mobile mode through the module in the right hand side column, and attempt to click later to the tools icon with actions to do with the file "My Flower": nothing is shown)
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All our mobile energy is being converged into Bootstrap. But Bootstrap is in Tiki 13. I don't know what can or will be done to increase mobile use in 12 beyond what has already been done unless they are very simple wins.
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